ACM Student Chapter Excellence Awards Application

Chapter Group ID: 166003

Name of Chapter: LNMIIT ACM Student Chapter

Chapter Address: The LNMIIT Jaipur, Rupa ki Nangal, Post-Sumel,Via-Jamdoli, Jaipur

URL for your Chapter homepage:Https://LNMIIT.ACM.ORG

Category you are applying for: Outstanding Chapter Website

Chapter Officers
Chair Name: Neelesh Singh Rajpurohit
Email: 15UCS082@lnmiit.ac.in

Vice Chair: Ayush Soral
Email: 15UCS031@lnmiit.ac.in

Treasurer: Ayush Aggarwal
Email: 16UCS051@lnmiit.ac.in

Faculty Sponsor: Dr. Hemant K. Mehta
Email: hmehta@lnmiit.ac.in

Secretary (if applicable): 
Email:

Membership Chair (if applicable): 
Email:

Web Master (if applicable): 
Email:
Please provide a brief description of your chapter and school including number of chapter members (1500 character maximum):

**About LNMIIT Jaipur**

The LNM Institute of Information Technology (a deemed University), fondly called LNMIIT, is a public-private partnership venture between the LNM foundation and the Government of Rajasthan. The institute attributes this reputation to continuous interaction with industry and other academic and research institutes of the country, establishment of centre of excellence in emerging domains to come with breakthroughs in real world problem.

**About LNMIIT ACM Student Chapter**

We are ACM LNMIIT Student Chapter working extremely hard to carry forward the legacy ACM has established over the years. Our chapter was started in November, 2017 with a prime focus on implementing a firm professional culture among the students apart from the regular academics.

We admire the diversity in ACM’s Event Basket. Our team has a comprehensive understanding of ACM and its events and we put in a lot of discussions to cherry-pick our events. We have a talented and diligent team working to deliver the best of ACM to the institute.

**Total no. of active Chapter Members - 205**

Currently the Institute has a strength of about **1700 students**. Out of which about **750+ students are from Computer Science major**.

The institute offers the following four disciplines:

- Computer Science Engineering (CSE)
- Electronics and Communication Engineering (ECE)
- Mechanical and Mechatronics Engineering (MME)
- Mechanical Engineering (ME)

**Out of our 205 active chapter members, we have about 135 CSE students, 40 ECE students, and 30 MME and ME students.**

To nurture leadership and entrepreneurial skills among students, research scholars and faculties, the institute emphasizes on knowledge and skill development at all levels. Several fests from various domains, workshops, club activities, provides opportunity for everyone to learn and evolve as an individual.
An essay on the category for which your chapter would like to be considered (4000 character maximum - approximately 500 words):

Our Website comes with a **simple and elegant UI and UX design** with easily accessible links and pages with all the necessary information about the chapter and its activities. All relevant information about the ACM, its membership options and information about our Student Chapter is well placed throughout the website.

**Chapter Membership process is made completely online** through our website, registrations are made online and then payment options are sent to the students on their email after they register. **Contact us details** and contact us form are accessible from the home page and every other page through the floating navigation bar on the top. **FAQ section** under Membership banner was introduced to help the students make their mind and decide better before they take the chapter/ACM memberships. **Events page** is updated weekly with a record of both - **upcoming and past events.** Past events are also accompanied by a link to **download their event reports.** Then we have the “**our team**” page to let the chapter members and the institute students know about the team of volunteers we have in our chapter responsible for organizing all the chapter activities.

We have invested a great deal of time on writing our website’s **privacy policy**, which can be accessed through the website footer. Our website content is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License - (CC BY-NC-SA 4.0) for proper copy and redistribute of the material in any medium or format. We allow remix, transform, and build upon our content for our support to a vibrant, collaborative global common.

When it comes to the landing page of our website, we have a landing page with our chapter’s name and ACM chapter logo with the background image of our institute building. We have all the necessary links in the **floating Navigation bar** on the header. This Nav-bar floats as we scroll down the homepage. We have a back to top button on the right bottom of the website for easy navigation. We have share the **social media links** to the ACM on our homepage. We have also introduces our chapter’s faculty sponsor on the Homepage of our website, along with the **type of chapter activities** we will be organizing all round the year.

We created it on the **Wordpress platform**, hosted on the ACM’s **hosting services** provided to chapters. The wordpress framework is fully customizable and thus we created a template from scratch for our chapter’s website.

We have a **dedicated chapter volunteer** to handle the updation of the website, especially the **events page**. That volunteer is also responsible for the activeness of our **Facebook Page**. Some of the technologies used in the development of the website were **PHP, CodeIgniter framework, Wordpress, CSS3, JS and HTML5**. These gives us an edge in redesigning the elements of our website as the time demands.

**Link to our Website -** https://lnmiit.acm.org

**Link to Our Facebook Page -** https://www.facebook.com/lnmiitacm/